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— TRIANGLE EDITORIAL _

"Pick

ourselves up,

~ emergency, the right to equal health insurance
_and other employment benefits, and property
rights.

dustourselvesoff" —
byLenPiechowski
1 25
urreal, _ wasn‘t _ it?.
& Watching the events
Repeal Don‘t Ask—Don‘t Tell: President Obama
of January 20 was, for
agreeswith
former Chairman ofthe Joint Chiefs
me, a return to Camelot that [.
of Staff John Shalikashvili and other ‘military —
_Ithought I would never be
experts that we need to repeal the "don‘t ask,
able to take again. Yes, I‘m old"
—
don‘t tell" policy. The key testfor military service
enough to remember Jack
should be patriotism, a sense of duty, and a —
and Jackie, and believe me,
willingness to serve. Discrimination should
— this was way better.
How so? Well the future fortyfourth-Jr _ be prohibited. The U.S. government has spent
president of the United States recently said, millions of dollars replacingtroops kicked out of
"While we have comea long. way since the themilitary because of their sexual orientation.
Stonewall riots in 1969, we still have a lot of Additionally, more than 300 languageexperts
— work to do. Too often, the issueof LGBT rights — have been fired under this policy, including more
is exploited by those seekingto divide us. But. than 50 whoare fluent inArabic. The President
work with military leaders to repeal the
at its core, this issue is about who we are as will
current
policy and ensure it helps accomplish
Americans. It‘s about whether this nation is
going to live up to its foundlng promise .of _ our national defense goals.
equality by treating all its citizens with dignity
and respect." And shortly after his inaugural
ceremonies, the White House web site posted
administration commitments to:.

Expand Adoption nghts. Presudent Obama
believes that we must ensure adoption rights
_ for all couples and individuals, regardless of
their sexual orientation. He thinks that a child
will benefit from a healthy and loving home,
"Expand Hate Crimes Statutes: In 2004, crimes ~> whetherthe parents are gay or not...."
against LGBT Americans constituted the third—
highest category of hate crime reported and
Will all these things happen? Yes, I think
made up more than 15 percent of such crimes. _ they will. Maybe not as quickly or exactly as
President Obama cosponsored legislation that
we would like them to happen but | think they
would expand federal jurisdiction to include
will. Our need is great, constitutional rights
violent hate crimes perpetrated because of race,
are meant to apply to all American citizens, and
color, religion, national origin, sexual orientation,
national public support is evolvmg A return to
gender identity or physical disability. As a state
Camelot?Way better.
senator, President Obama passed [sic] tough
legislation that madehate crimes and consplracy 5
— to commit them agalnst the law.
Fight Workplace Dlscr|m|nat|on' Pre5|dent §
Obama supports the Employment Non—
Discrimination Act, and believes that our anti—
discrimination employment laws should be
expanded to include sexual orientation and |inf
gender identity. While an increasing number
— Tnang/eJoumaI is pubhshed 2 times a yeérbyfa ~
of employers have extended benefits to their
| volunteerstaff. None of theeditors, staff or consultants |
employees‘ domestic partners, discrimination A jw1ll
proﬁt byrevenuesfrom theads yousee in.these
based on sexual orientation in the workplace —
occurs with no federal legal remedy....
playmg~apartmcreatmgabetter future

Support Full Civil Unions and FederalR|ghts
for LGBT Couples: President Obama supports
full civil unions that give same—sexcoupleslegal
rights and privileges equal to those of married
couples. Obama alsobelieves we need to repeal
the Defense of Marriage Actand enact legislation
that would ensure that the 1,100+ federal legal
rights and benefits currently provided on the
basis of marital status are extended to same—
sex couples in civil unions and other legally—
recognized unions. These rights and benefits
include the right to assist a loved onein times of
2 Triangle Journal — February 2009
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Oppose a Constitutional Ban on Same—Sex
Marriage: President Obama voted against the
_ Federal Marriage Amendment in 2006 which _
would have defined marriage as between a man
and a woman and prevented judicial extension
of marriage—like rlghts to same—sex or other
unmarried couples. —
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A organ Fox is not a filmmaker.

At least he says he‘s not. In his >

[ own eyes, he is instead a man with a message who uses film
Eto communicate it.
Fox‘s message is about the importance
ily,friends, and his life experience. This life experience includes

en forced into conversnon therapy at Love in Action, whlle bringing
ophobla to the repeated attention of the world.
is message debuted with Blue Citrus Hearts (2003) which is Fox‘s
ws
s’t‘abOUt everything in it, sans the kiss on the rOoftop, is him.

rnoved he initially set out to wnte a script that was an Amencan
lvalent toReeds He dld it qwte successfullyeven without the benefit

meetlng
:
homophobla k
t
x‘s nost recentwork is OMG/HaHaHa. On this movie, hecollaborated

nd John Tom Roemer Together they worked to present Fox‘s
by keeping things, as Foxdescribes, "small, tight, and controled." .
Using the natural beauty and (della of his vvorld [oy steadfastly refrains
from altéring it. "When working on films,1 try notto mess with lighting" hes .
says, and he only rarely usesstudio lighting in his work el was treated
using the electronic mode it portrays:in the film. Foxand Roemer bounced
~continued onpage 12

then a
massacre, now happiness at
last ... well almost!
Mark Jones‘ On The Edge ofHappiness debuts this month
by Len Piechowski
o, what do you call a gay man who holds a degree in religion and
has a passion for the daytime soaps? Well, if you‘re describing Mark
Jones you might start with producer, writer, director or filmmaker.
With two major film accomplishments under his belt, Jones sat down with
me shortly after the new year began and looked back reflectively at an
earlier time of life that consisted of a few successful, but not altogether
fulfilling, forays into the workplace. During that early professional life, he
led a church youth program and worked at WKNO Channel 10. He says
both were great experiences, but he always sensed that something was
missing from life. Eventually, he came to the realization that making movies
was "... what I always wanted to do." In the wake of that realization, such
hits as Eli Parker is Getting Married? (2002) and Fraternity Massacre at Hell
Island (2006) were born, and now continue to play important roles in the
independent genre.
Inthe interest of complete disclosure, I have to let you know that
1 played a small part as an extra in his second film. Okay. Maybe not in
the interest of complete disclosure. It‘s more in the interest of bragging.
So please excuse the digression. Perhaps you remember me? I played the
continued on page 12
First a marriage,

"I hear the word ‘no‘ a little
differently."
But Pera hears the same message from his viewers — "WOW"!
by Len Piechowski
rian Pera is the author of the novel Troublemaker (St. Martin‘s Press)
and has published in various anthologies and periodicals such as The
San Francisco BayGuardian, The Seattle Stranger and Time OutNY. From
1999 to 2007, he edited the online arts and literary journal lowblueflame.
com, which was included in Granta‘s best of 2004 list. Contributors included
Eileen Myles, Stephen Beachy and Michelle Tea, among others.
The Way I See Things, Pera‘s first film, was loosely adapted from his
recently completed novel Freefall. It was shot during a one and a half month
period here in the Memphis area and features the talents of around 80
actors and actresses, four of whom traveled from New York to participate.
The movie premiered at The Los Angeles Outfest in July of 2008 as one of
four features in the Festival‘s "Four in Focus" program, which spotlights
emerging talent.
The same week, it was selected as one of three finalists for the Scion
First Time Filmmaker award at the Philadelphia International Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival. In October, it won the Hometowner Audience Award
for best feature film at the 2008 Indie Memphis Film Festival. In November,
it was selected for the Focus section of the 2008 Thessaloniki International
Film Festival in Greece. In addition, Way has been an official selection of
The Seattle Gay and Lesbian International Film Festival, Chicago Reeling Film
continued on page 13
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Barack Hussein Obama became the forty—fourth president of the United States at noon on January 20. In the early days of his administration he quickly directed the reversal of many of the policies of his predecessor. According to the White House web
site, www.whitehouse.gov, his future plans include working to change the laws and practices that many in the GLBT and straight supportive communities believe are discriminatory against queer citizens.
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Injured on the job?
If you have a Worker‘s Compensation injury,
call Mark Lambert at The Cochran Firm now
and get the benefits you are due, not the ones
the insurance company wants you to have.

THECoRRANFRM

(901) 523—1222
mlambert@cochranfirm.com
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El hombre de La Mancha: Pedro Almodovar
Ignacio y Enrique, descubren el amor, el
Espana, representando desolaciéon espiritual y
‘cinema y el miedo en unaescuela religiosa al
moralidad en ruinas. Entre Tinieblas explora la:
comienzo de los amos 60. El padre Manolo, el
fuerza del deseo en personajes que se guian por
Imoddvares sin duda el productor de cine
director de la escuelay su maestro de literatura, —
la intuicion envez de larazon.
espanolmasexitosoeinternacionalmente
es testigo y parte de estos descubrimientos..
LaLey del Deseo, (1986). El filme con sutrama
conocido de su generacion, tambien
Los tres personajes se reunen dos veces mas,
tragico,es uno de los mas ricos y perturbadores
es abiertamente gay. Nacié en 1951 en la:
una al final de los anos 70 y otra en los anos
peliculas de Almodovar. La narrativa sigue tres
region espanola de "La Mancha" hecha famosa
80, 0 asi parece. Almodovar uso fuertemente
personajes principales: un director de filmes
por la gran obra "Don Quijote de la Mancha‘.
elementos de film noir.
gay que se embarca en un nuevo proyecto, su .
Sus filmes, marcados por complejas narrativas,
hermana, una actriztransexual, y un asesino —
—utiliza elementos—de melodrama y de cultura
reprimido y obsesionado con el director
pop, canciones populares, humor irreverente,
(protagonizado por Antonio Banderas).
colores fuertes y decoracion pegajosa. Entre sus
El filme presenta un triangulo amoroso y
temas mas prevalentes estan el deseo, la pasion,
se separa de muchas de: las representaciones
la familia, y la identidad. Sus filmes disfrutan de
ErlckAV‘aiSquez
de homosexuales en filmes. Estos personajes
una audiencia internacional, llegando a ser una
_no estan saliendo del closet ni enfrentando
figura mayor en la cinematografia mundial y
su—culpa sexual u homofobia, ellos ya estan .
_recibiendo dos Oscares (Mejor Filme Extranjero
Imodévar is arguably the most successful
liberados, como los homosexuales en los filmes
—"Todo Sobre Mi Madre 1999; y Mejor Guion
and internationally (known Spanish
de Fassbinder. Almoddvar dijo de La Ley del
_"Hable con ella" 2004).
filmmaker
of his generation. He is also
Deseo: "Es el filme clave en mi vida y carrera.
Hemos resumido aqui la trama de sus filmes
openly
gay.
He
was
born in 1951 in the Spanish
Tiene que ver con mi vision de deseo‘.
gay mas relevantes:
region of La Mancha made famous by the
Todo Sobre Mi Madre, (1999), trabajandoen
~ Laberinto de Pasiones (1982) es una comedia
Spanish masterpiece Don Quijote of La Mancha.
confines mas dramaticos, este filme cuenta la
hilarante acerta de identidades multiples, uno
His films, marked by complex narratives,
historia de una madre en pena quien, despues
de los temas favoritos de Almodévar. La trama
employ
—the codes of melodrama and use
de leer el ultimo deseo de su hijo muerto en su
sigue las aventuras de dos personajes locos con
elements of pop culture, popular songs,
diario diciendo que hubiese deseado conocer a
—el sexo: Sexilia, una ninfomaniaca con nombre
irreverent humor, strong colors and. glossy
su padre, se decide viajar a Barcelona en busca
apropiado,y Riza, el hijo gay de un lider de un
décor.
Desire, passion, family and identity are
del padre de su hijo. Ella debe contarle al padre
_pais ficticio del Medio Oriente. Su destino poco
among Almodovar’s‘most prevalent themes. His
que ella tuvo su hijo después de que el la dejo,
esperado es encontrarse uno a otro, superando
films
enjoy a worldwide following and he has
hace muchos anos, y que ahora ha muerto. Una—
sus preferencias sexuales y viviendo por siempre
become
a major figure on the stage ‘of world
vez ahi, ella encuentra una serie de personajes
feliz en una isla tropical.
cinema, earning two Academy Awards (Best
§«Entre Tinieblas (1983), marca un cambio — peculiares =unatrasvesti prostituta, una monja
Foreign Film All About My Mother 1999; and Best
embarazada, y una actriz lesblana— todos
de tono hacia melodrama mas sombrio con
Screenplay
Talk to Her 2004).
quienes le ayudaran a sobrellevar la pena.
elementos comicos. Este filme tiene un reparto
Here are his some of his gay themed films:
El elemento comico de este filme se centra
por completo femenino. La narrativa se centra
Labyrinth
of Passions (Laberinto de Pasiones,
en Agrado, un transexual pre—operacion. En
_enunacantante de cabaret, quien escapando
1982)
is
a
screwball
comedy about multiple
una escena, ella cuenta la historia de su cuerpo
de la Just|c1a encuentra refugio en un convento
— identities, one of Almoddvar‘s favorite subjects.
y su relacion con cirujia plastica y. silicona,
de monjas redentoras, cada una explorando
The plot follows the adventures of two sex—
culminando con un enunciado de su propia
un pecado diferente. La madre superiora, una
crazy
characters: Sexilia, an aptly named
filosofia: "Entre mas llegas a ser todo lo que has
~—drogadicta peor que las mujeres que intenta
nymphomaniac,
and Riza, the gay son of the
sonado para ti, mas auténtica eres".
5,
~redimir, se enamora de la cantante. Este filme
leader of
Middle Eastern country. ~
Todo Sobre «Mi Madre recibi6 muchos
es una satira a las instituciones religiosas de
Their
unlikely
destiny
is to find one another,.
premios y honores que
overcome
their
sexual
preferences and live.
cualquier otro filme de la
. happilyever after on a tropical island. ___
industria cinematografica
Dark Habits (Entre Tinieblas, 1983) heralded
espanola, incluyendo el
a
change
in tone to somber melodrama with
Oscar a la Mejor Pelicula‘
comic elements. This film — has an almost all—_
en
Idioma — Extranjero,
female
cast. The narrative centers upon a
| un Globo de Oro en la
cabaret
singer,
who, running away from justice,
misma categoria, Premio al
findsrefuge in a convent of destitute nuns, each
Mejor Director y el Premio
of whom explores a different sin. The mother
Ecuménico del Jurado en
superior, a drug addict worse than the fallen
Canes, el César francés al
woman
she is trying to redeemy,,falls in love with
377—1057
Mejor Filme Extranjero, el
the singer. The film is a satire of Spain‘s religious
23 Years
Premio Goya al Mejor Filme
| Memphis Experience del Ano, etc
institutions, portraying spiritual desolation and:
REALTOR® MLS
e ain,
oce
moral bankruptcy. Dark Habits explores the
C
hLFj h
La Mala Educacion,
force of desire in characters who are ruled by—
alist
(2004), una rica historia
theirintuition rather than reason.
barroca de abuso sexual
de menores e identidades
GlennMooreRealty.com
continued on page 20
confundidas. Dos ninos,
porlErick Vésquei

k
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African—American

History

Month

by Marisa Richmond
face unique and diverse challenges regarding

For those of us from the African—American
community,

the

month

of

victimization at school. The report documents

February

the experiences of over 2,000 LGBT middle and

has always held a special significance.

high school students of color who were African—

African—American History Month offers many
not versed in the subject area an opportunity
to

learn

Africans

more
and

either ignored

about

the

contributions

African—Americans,
or

ridiculed

as

that

of

were

insignificant.

African—American History Month was founded
as Negro History Week in 1926, by Dr. Carter G.
Woodson. Dr. Woodson, "The Father of African—

American History," started Negro History Week
to destroy two prevalent myths in. American
society: African and African descentled cultures
were primitive and made no contributions to
world culture; and that practically all Africanisms
in American society, except for music and
dance, we destroyed by slavery. By studying
these contributions, and the unique challenges
we have had to overcome, it allows others to
confront the assumptions of the past. It became
Black History Month in 1976.
Of course, this year, African—American History
Month caries special significance because it
will be the first one that will include discussion
of the first African—American President of the
United States,. On election night, I drove down
Jefferson Street in North Nashville, the heart
of black Nashville, and joined in the street
celebration with students from Fisk University,
Meharry Medical College and Tennessee State
University.
In the midst of the preparation for Barack
Obama‘s historic Inaugural, and amid claims
that Dr. Martin Luther King‘s dream had been
"fulfilled" comes a new report from the Gay,
Lesbian, Straight, Education Network (GLSEN)
titled Shared Differences: The Experiences
of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender
Students of Color in Our Nation‘s Schools.
The report shows that LGBT students of color

Steve Solomon
Office : 901.278.4380
Residence : 901.454.1931
54 S. Cooper * Memphis, T‘n 38104
E—mail : stevenc1@aol.com
551116113 our Community [oz 19 55am!
9£§a1£ Gaff me “745” you ate heady £0

self or to

[Jaw/lass a home. O want to

be your zeal estate connection.
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American or Black, Latino/a, Asian or Pacific
~

Islander, Native American, and multiracial, using
2007 data collected as part of GLSEN‘s biennial
survey of LGBT students, the National School
Climate Survey, along with results from in—
depth individual and group interviews. "While
. research on the experiences of LGBT students
has

increased

in

recent years, few

studies

have examined the specific victimization of

who identify as people of color and
LGBT," said GLSEN Executive Director Dr. Eliza
Byard. "Our schools are diverse environments,
and it is important to understand how our
students experiences differ based on personal
characteristics such as race and ethnicity. This
report provides alarming evidence that we
must act now to ensure sure that America‘s LGBT
students of color are safe in school." The report
also provides descriptions of the experiences of
LGBT students of color in their own words.
To read the report, and for more information
on GLSEN‘s educational resources, public policy
agenda, student organizing programs, research,
public education or development initiatives,
visit www.glsen.org.
Personally, | will be starting the month
by attending the annual convention of the
International Foundation for Gender Education
in Alexandria, Virginia. While there, several of
us will spend time on Capitol Hill to talk with
members of Congress about the Employment
Non Discrimination Act (ENDA). In 2007, a
poor, shortsighted, decision was made to move
forward with a version of ENDA that left out
transgender people. Given the tremendous
challenges transgender people face in the work
place from rampant transphobia in society, when
this is combined with racism and classism, it is
no wonder that African—American
and Latino transgender people
wa»
are the most vulnerable to hate
Ti
crimes. If a person is run out of their
homes and schools, and cannot get
a decent paying job, there are few
options left for a person trying to
survive but to live and work on the
streets where they are vulnerable
to hate crimes. That is why we
have said repeatedly over the years
that ENDA is necessary because
our very lives are atstake. | will be
concentrating on meeting with
the Tennessee delegation. In the
meantime, everyone should contact
their House members during the
month and, urge them to pass a
students

fully inclusive ENDA as soon as possible. You
can follow up on my visits by participating in
the annual Congressional Lobby Day organized
by the National Center for Transgender Equality
on April 27 and 28. For more information, visit
http://www.nctequality.org.
Of course, no mention of the month of
February would be complete without an
appeal to have everyone participate in TEP‘s 5th
Annual Advancing Equality Day on the Hill on
Tuesday, February 17, in Nashville. The hoopla
surrounding the surprise election of Kent
Williams (R—Butler, Carter County) as Speaker
of the House, has overshadowed the potential
impact his could have on the LGBT community. |
While Speaker Williams is no great friend of the
LGBT community, his election definitely throws
a monkey wrench into the plans of anti—LGBT
legislators to pursue their agenda. Williams is
expected to appoint committees which may
be more supportive than the committees we
were expecting to see under Jason Mumpower
(R—Bristol, Sullivan County). That does not mean
we can breathe easy, but the road ahead may
be a little less challenging than we had feared.
I still expect to see bills to ban adoption rights,
civil unions, and teaching sexual diversity, to
go along with requirements for new Voter ID‘s,
which could disfranchise many transgender
voters, so guard will not be lowered. The
challenge of moving a trans—inclusive hate
crimes bill, and getting Tennessee‘s one—of—a—
kind ban on gender changes on birth certificates
remain high, but the work of TTPC and our allies
will continue.
I hope to see you all in Nashville on the
17th!

Shea

Wealth Management, .

Karen B. Shea, CFP ®
1661 International Drive
Suite 400 ___
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 901—683—9099 _
Toll Free: 877—683—9099 _— |

Fax: 901—683—9549

, karen@sheawealthmanagernent.oo‘m 5°15"!
Securities aynd investmentadvisory service offered—

"if,
through LPL Financial, member of FINRA/SIPC, a ___

registered investment advisor. LPL Financialis not_

affiliated with Shea Wealth Management. ___.
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Memphis

increasingly

women of

unsafe

for trans

color

by Jonathan Cole

beaten by two police officers at the Shelby
County Justice Center. Johnson was murdered in
the street in October. On July 1, Ebony Whitaker
was found murdered outside an abandoned
building near Memphis International Airport.
During the week of Christmas, Leeneshia
Edwards was found shot in the face in the
Boxtown area of Memphis. Edwards was
unconscious while in the hospital for about a
week. Her family confirmed she is recovering
from her attack. Memphis Police interviewed
her following her discharge from the hospital.
The MPD reports that witnesses saw Leeneshia
getting into a car with two men near the CK‘s
Coffee Shop at Claybrook St. and Union Ave.
She was later found in the Boxtown area of
Memphis near President‘s Island. Apparently,
Leeneshia did not know the two men and police
are still looking for her attackers. Anyone with
information on this incident is encouraged to

he year 2008 will be remembered for

Tthe election of Barack Obama as our
nation‘s first African American president.
In February, we celebrate African—American
History month to remember and honor African—
American contributions to our nation and the
world. African—Americans have a long history
of achievement in promoting civil rights for
themselves and others who have been pushed
outside the margins of society. Now the leader
of the free world is of African descent. This
February‘s celebrationis particularly momentous
following President Obama‘s inauguration.
Unfortunately, 2008 will bealsoremembered
as a year of violent attacks against transgender
women of color. The arc of history bends toward
justice, but Memphis took several tragic detours
along the way last year. During last year‘s African—
American history month, Duanna Johnson was
Duanna Johnson

Video tape of Duanna

beaten by Memphis

Johnson ‘s beating by

Duanna Johnson

Police Officers at the

Memphis Police is released.

shot dead on the

Shelby County Justice

Johnson offers to settle with

street in North

Center

police out of court..

Memphis.

February

|

March

_|

April

_|

May

_|

June

|

July

|

August

| September |

October

|

November

The body of Ebony Whitaker
is found near Memphis
International Airport.

928 SCooper « Memphis
Fh 90112742556
www.tsunamimemphis.com

December

|

{F
LeeneshiaandEdwards
is
attacked
left
in
the Boxtown area of
Memphis.
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January

* TOTAL HAIR & NAIL CARE .

|

call the Felony Assault Unit at 901—545—4600.
Beneath the violence of these attacks are
the transgender women of color who have
few choices for gainful employment in our
community. Each victim is reported as having
to resort to a survival economy of prostitution
to make a living. Few employers in Memphis
offer personnel policies that protect people
from discrimination in hiring and firing based
on a person‘s gender identity or expression.
Transphobia and/or homophobia probably
plagued each of these women in their youth
before they reached adulthood. Too many
transgender youth are kicked out of their
families‘ homes. How many struggled to survive
on the streets before they could even finish high
school? Sadly, we may never know for those
who are no longer with us.
Let‘s hope that 2008s trend of violence does
not stretch into 2009.

thing

DaRe to be Different!
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A

message

from

Tennessee

Equality

Project

Voice your opinion to lawmakers on Advancing Equality Day

Tennessee Equality Project‘s fifth annual
Advancing Equality Day on the Hill in
Nashville is nearly upon us.

On Tuesday,

February 17 citizens from across the state will
converge on Legislative Plaza and encounter
some changes.
Tennesseans are likely to face

renewed

attacks on LGBT rights in the Legislature this
year. Your participation is important. Please join
us for Advancing Equality Day on the Hill, an
event that allows you to speak face—to—face with
the lawmakers who have an impact on LGBT
rights.
Shelby
of any county in the state at AED last year.

Student protests
MCS dress code
Teen boy wants to dress feminine
by lan Keller
aderious Rayford is a typical eleventh
Ggrader at Central High School here in
Memphis. He carries a typical load of
college prep courses. He is involved with the
typical things most high school students are
involved with. He does, however, prefer to wear
feminine clothing and that atypicality is not
setting well with the school principal who is
trying to enforce the dress code of the Memphis
City School system.
The teen stated to local television and
internet media reporters that on Thursday
January 22, "I had a white Aeropostale shirt.
had my gray belt. | had some skinny leg jeans
and my flats and some leg warmers." He also
told local media reporters that, "They called
me into the office and said I need to dress like a
boy and my sexuality is getting too outrageous
at school and I‘m going to have to find me some
place else to go."
According to the Memphis City Schools
Uniform Dress Code Policy, the basic uniform
must be tan, navy blue or black pants, skirt or
jumper. Student must also wear a white long
sleeve or short sleeve shirt with a collar. School
colors are also allowed. The dress code applies
to members of the male and female genders.
Gaderious has filed a complaint with the
MCS Board of Education about the principal‘s
demands that he change his clothing. At the
time of this printing, no response had been
received from the Board of Education.

Let‘s bring an even larger voice to the General
Assembly in 2009 and invite your friends and
family to join you.
f
Plan early to take a day off from work or
school to meet with your legislators in Nashville.
It‘s a sacrifice, but itis the kind of effort that
makes a difference. If you can‘t attend, sign up
for legislative alerts at www.TNEP.org . These
emails will give you the information you need
to contact your lawmakers about important
legislation with a couple of clicks. TEP make it
easy for you.
Participants will gather in Nashville at the
Rymer Gallery 233 5th Avenue North on the
morning of AED at 8:30 AM for a brief orientation

before taking the short walk to Legislative
Plaza.
If you plan to stay overnight in Nashville on
Monday, join your friends at Tribe for food, fun
and a beverage or two (time to be announced).
TEP has booked a special group rate of $99 (+
taxes) at the DoubleTree Hotel at 315 4th Avenue
North. Call 1—800—222—8733 or 1—615—244—8200
before February 3 to make your reservation
at the special rate and mention you are with
_"Tennessee Equality Project."
Contact the Shelby County Committee
at shelbycounty@tnequalityproject.com or
901.301.3306 for more information.

United Way offers HIV support group for
women
by Ann E. Hackerman
feel safe to disclose anything that is pressing for
them.
R
z
Another major focus of the group is to
f emphis has a new resource available to
network and learn more about community
M women living with HIV andAIDS. The
resources, medical specialists and funding
group, currently funded by facilitator
sources. Ramsey is working to bring together
and organizer Ms. Patricia Ramsey, meets on the
the sometimes disjointed services most
second and third Thursdays of each month from
needed by the women in the group such as life
6:00—7:30 p.m. at Family Services, 2400 Poplar
skills
training, budgeting, health concerns,
Avenue.
f
sas
transportation, child care to name but a few.
Ramsey shares that the mission and goal of
Long term goals include developing a drop—in
the group is to empower andeducate women
center
or something similar where the women
in the community that are positive. The group
‘can meet at any time and visit one another.
is providing a very confidential, private"comfort
Group members are diverse, with all
zone" that allows the women to connect and
—
races,
creeds, religions, sexual orientations
get support from one another. She states
and disabilities welcome. Ramsey encourages
that the support group is uniquefrom other
larger agencies in that the support isofferedany women that are interested to contact her
anytime at497—0419 or by email at pjramsey@
in evenings, is small and is intimate. The ladies
learn that they are not
oo o >yahoo.com.All calls and emails are confidential.
tm
alone.
Ramsey
explains,
* Criminal Defense
"There is still a stigma,
* Family Law
especially in the South that |
* Wills / Power of Attorney
zig
keeps peoplefrom reaching
* Personal Injury
ATTORNEY AT LAW — Mepiator
out." She stresses that the
women‘s group exists, and
that participants do not
need to share if they are
not comfortable; yet the
AxpReratronsHtes
group will allow a venue
where the women can be
For Over 18 Years
themselves. Many do not
want to reach out to larger
266 South Front Staekt, SurrE206 MemeHis, TN 38103 (901) 527—1316
programs and do prefer
a small circle, where they
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Membership Corner —

TriranoLce MGLCC

M OE Mo P HO 1 S
BAY AND LESBIAN
COMMUNITY CENTER

The Place to Find the Latest MGLCC
Membership Information

MGLCC celebrates 20 years of
service

—

The 2009 Membership Program has kicked off with a bang!
Have you signed up yet? Don‘t worry, it‘s not too late. MGLCC has a
variety of Membership levels available and there are many benefits and
incentives to becoming a Member.
Visit us on the web at
www.mglec.org or contact MGLCC Executive Director, Will Batts, at
(901) 278—6422, for more information about supporting our cause.

f

by Mark Jones
emphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC) was founded

Did you know... One of the many benefits of being a Member is that
you will receive a Membership Card honored at local supportive busi—
nesses that have chosen to become MGLCC Business Partners. Look
for the MGLCC Business Partner sticker at your favorite Mid—South
businesses. We are continually adding new Business Partners and the
benefits are subject to change, so visit our website often for the latest
information. Please visit the following MGLCC Business Partners
today to receive your discount and reward these businesses for their
support of MGLCC:
X

in February 1989 and the doors of the first location were opened in
December of 1989. Several women and men of courage and fortitude
worked long and hard during the 1980s to raise the money to open and operate
the center. In addition, there have been a number of people who have worked
hard to keep the center going andmaintain its programming. Currently the
center is open 365 days a year and has a long list of programs and activities.
The Memphis community is invited tojoin in the celebration. On Friday
February 6 there will be an Exhibition ‘Show featuring pictures, posters,
brochures, banners and other artifacts from the Vincent Astor Community
Archives. These memorabilia have been collected during the past twenty
years. The February 6 Exhibition will be from 7—9 PM and will remain on
display for the rest of the month at the center.
On Sunday February 8 two archive films will be shown. The 1989 Ribbon
Cutting from the first building will be screened along with the 2003 Ribbon

S5

Cutting of the current building. The films will be screened from 2 — 5 PM.
On Sunday February 23 an afternoon of storytelling and oral history will
be presented from 2 — 5 PM by individuals who were present during the early

IT

Y

L=—E

K DB

years of the Center.
And finally, on Sunday March 1 there will be an open house at the center
to meet and greet old friends from the past and make new friends for the
future. Refreshments will be served. The open house will be from 2 — 5 PM.

BUSINESS
PARTNER

The Salon
Kendall B. Dowell
Master Stylist
1867 Madison Ave B: 901—276—5990
Memphis, TN 38104 C: 901—644—9211

Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center is located at 892 South
Cooper Street and is open every day of the year. Please visit www.mglec.org

V

for operating hours and information on programs.

©
MGLCC team takes first place in
o o
chili cook—off
f

y*"

y ad

Team MGLCC (below from left to right, Caleb
Simmons, Keith Mitchell, AJ Northrop, and
Mark Lambert) took first place for their
Cajun Crawfish Chili at the first ever Pumping
Station chili cook—off on Sunday, January 11.
The team also came in second for their side
dish, a Cajun sticky rice, which was made from
a highly—confidential—top—secret recipe.

Dish
w.

20%off food & beverages (Mon—Thurs)*
f

20% off food (Fﬁ-Sllllﬁﬂrmiudés, holidays & special events)

Dru‘s Place

$1.00 off any food item anytime

Hi Gorgeous

Monthly Specials — See www.mglec.org for details

Inz & Outz

Monthly Specials — See www.mglec.org for details

Kendall B. Dowell @

Free haircut for the first MGLCC Card Holder each

The Salon*

month. $10.00 off basic color anytime. $20 off

(exclusive to Kendall)

hi—lites anytime. $5 off men‘s haircuts anytime.

LUX Style

10%off entire purchase

Massage Studio

$10 discount on any massage

Memphis Center for

10% off all medical services (excluding lab fees)

Reproductive Health

Molly’s La Casita

Free dip with purchase of 2entrees or lunches ;

The Pumping Station

Free pizza with purchase of any pitcher of beer

the
onit
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business

owner.
busing
er or know of a business that __
in becoming an MGLCC Business Partner. contact
Will Batts at (901) 278—6422
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f

”Why we need MGLCC — TRIANGLE SpPoRTs
=, Commentary by Brandon Cole
_To come out or not to come out thatEthe
emphis Gay and Lesbian Community
M Center has meant many things to me
I
throughout the years. I have used its
support groups and provided support to others.
l ‘have devoted much time as a volunteer. At
I
I is name is Matt, or maybe it‘s Jimmy, or Dylan or Earl. He plays minor league hockey, no it‘s
times,I have been heavily involved to being just
on the fringe. Through everything MGLCC has
_ made an impact on my life and the community
around me. I| truly believe in MGLCC‘s mission _
~ and vision. I know that even though MGLCC has
remaining
~evolvedit isstill on a path that— will change the —
silent or revealing his sexual identity to his professional teammates.
way the members of Memphis‘s Lesbian, Gay,
"It‘s not an easy decision," declares Matt. "In some ways | feel guilty." In thesame breath he
=~Bisexual, and Transgendered community IrVe
reveals he also feels afraid. "I hear (teammates) talk and I hear them joke and call each other fags
_ Just look at the changes it has made.
and punks, and | wonder what the hell am I doing here. What the hell would they think of me if they _
WhenI first came to MGLCC, about seven
knew? It‘s (2009), can peoplestill be so stuck in the 50s?"
_ years ago, it was in the process of becoming
That‘s a legitimate question considering that few gay athletesin professional sports come out
a solvent organization. Now the organization
abouttheir sexuality at all, nonetheless duringtheir careers. There‘s the much publicized coming—
has become a successful and solvent non—
out story of former NBA player John Amaechi, who after an eight year run in the league, decided to
profit. The center started out offering just a few
come out four years after playing his last professional game. Looking back, Amaechi admits that he
services and a location for the community to
thinks about how things could have been different if he had shared his secret while in the moment. _
— gather. Today MGLCC offers potlucks, outreach
To Amaechi‘s pleasant surprise the amount of understanding andsupport he received from former
to the community, educational services, youth
teammates was amazing. It‘s something that isn‘t lost on Matt.
outreach, political outreach, and much more.
"It‘s great to hear about that typeofsupport. But keep in mind, that‘s what they sayafter the
MGLCC has in such a limited amount of time
fact, butyou really think (teammates) would have been okay with him if he came out and had to
—put together the Outflix Film —Festival that
share the shower with him everyday," Matt asks. "Believe me I think about it every day. It‘s a harsh
has become the premier LGBT film festival
situation to be in.... I know that by letting it be known I‘m making it easier for the next person. | feel
for the Mid—South. The Memphis Gaymes is a
a tremendous obligation to the gay community to come out. But you know the one thing about
«great event that brings true iconsof the—LGBT
sports that‘s even better than the adrenaline rush that comes from competing; it‘s the camaraderie
community to Memphis as well as allows our
of being with the teammates. It‘s a level of friendship you don‘t get from anywhere else. But the
community to get out to socialize and compete.
more | wait the more I feel like I‘m deceiving myown brothers
The Community Center offers services to LGBT
Ramon Johnson of
youth who need guidance, support, love, and
About.com Gay Life offers
understanding. The —MGLCC offers a place
advice to Matt and others
for LGBT families to meet and find support in
— MASSAGE —
who are struggling with —
_ eachother. The free confidential counseling
the same issue. Johnson
B
referral service is offered to help those in our
says, "...coming out isn‘t a
community who need counseling but want
VNascar race. There is no
someone who is understanding of LGBT issues.
penalty for entering too
MGLCC also publishes Triangle Journal, a news
late.....Coming out should
journal which is free to its readers. One of the
happen on your schedule,".
many important services the center offersis free
_he advises. __
Aweekly HIV testing. To an outsiderit is almost _
And if by chance
impossible to believe this small, once residential,
someone
finds
out
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
building could offer such a bounty of hope. It
before you are willing to
is almost hard to believethis house on South
share, Johnson says that
IN/OUT CALLS
CooperStreet could be so involved in thefight
161—7977
shouldn‘tchangeaperson‘s
— for equality. The center is very dependent on
timetable. "You can‘t BY APPOINTMENT
GIFT CERTIFICATES
its volunteers and is always looking for people — control whether someone.
who can make it successful in providing our
finds out through other
_ community with the much needed services that
means, but you can talk
—the—community deserves. Those of us who are
about it at your own pace,"
involved in the center believe that one day the
he says. "There is no set
~~ LGBT community will be better than we foundit.
age or circumstance that
We believe that Memphis can become a better
dictates when a person
city for us to live. MGLCC offers me as well as
should come out. Let your
many others hope that this will become true.
feelings be your guide."
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community
Matt says he will takes
Center has become a home to me. It has
Johnson‘s advice to heart
become a place where | am a person, not a
and just wait it out. Really
gay person but a person who happens to be
he immediately plans to
gay. However, | think it was best said in the
tell his teammates he‘s gay.
lastline of the MGLCC‘s vision statement, "Gay
Okay he‘s never going to
and lesbian citizens of Memphis, Tennessee,
say a word about it. Or will
_ welcome home!" —
——
—
—
he? Get the point?
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question
By Jamie Griffin —

_

q

pro basketball, maybe it‘s football and tennis. Oh and he lives in Memphis. Make that Little
Rock. Okay it‘s actually Jackson, Mississippi. Or is it? Get the point? Matt only agreed to be
the subject of this article with the promise that his identity would not be disclosed. What can be
shared is that Matt is actually a man. Perhaps things would be differentif he were a woman and
maybe this wouldn‘t be a write—up about a gay man in his late 20‘swho is torn between

continued from page 3

text messages and emails back and forth while
Roemer was studying in New York, each one
building upon the previous until the story‘s
concept became reality. In a very real sense, the ©
medium became the message.
True to Fox‘s ongoing message,

OMG is

about being a family. Key scenes are linked by
a teen narrator who uses his video log to tie the
events of one day in the life of a Memphis family
together. Commenting on it‘s effectiveness, The
24th Annual NewFest GLBT Film Festival in New
York acclaimed:

"Cleverly reflective of today‘s

YouTube/MySpace

generation,

and

shot

in

an improvisational, documentary style, OMG/
HaHaHa opens a window to the lives of several
young people in Memphis, TN. A teenager‘s.
video blog frames the various stories, as he
introduces his circle of friends and their troubles
— from unexpected pregnancy to homophobia,
break—ups to dying parents. From lits attractive
and talented actors‘ naturalistic performances to
its perfectly chosen soundtrack, OMG/HaHaHa
impresses with a unique and inviting charm."
Fox recalls that "...the audition process was
rigorous." Jake Casey, a 19 year old was awarded
one of the main characters, the teen narrator.
The other lead part was not so easily cast. After
numerous auditions, Neither Fox nor Roemer
could find exactly who they wanted. A special
appeal went out and Ed Porter, a young senior
at Memphis University School landed the role.
Fox says "This role turned out to be a real stretch

£3?!ng jus C> continued from page 3
patient in the mental ward who obsessively—
compulsively tosses a ball in the air and catches
it. I understand my performance won critical
acclaim among other obsessive—compulsives
nationwide. But enough about me. Back to
Jones.
Back in 2007, Jones took a 500 mile car
ride to spend some time around the holidays
with his family in North Carolina. A 500 mile
car trip is a long time to think. And when you
set high standards for yourself, it‘s also a long
time to wonder why the fruits of your labor
don‘t get more screening time at other film
festivals. During that pilgrimage, this openly gay
independent filmmaker thought about ways of
gaining even more independence, specifically
from the control of the directors of film festivals
as well as from distribution companies. There
was no umbrage. "After all," referring to his
directorship of MGLCC‘s Outflix Film Festival, "I
was once one of them." Jones just wanted more
control of his destiny.
Also during that trip, he reminisced about
stories his father told him. As a child, his
dad enjoyed going to movie theatres every
Saturday morning to see serial movies. There
was something about those ongoing weekly
adventures that thrilled his father.
Then it hit him.
12 Triangle Journal — February 2009

screen at The Annual London Lesbian and Gay
for Ed. The character is thugish, not at all like
Film Fest in April.
Ed."
So, what‘s next? Fox‘s This Is What Love In
Fox‘s creation was dubbed the "Titanic" of
Action Looks Like will be released at the end of
Memphis Indie Festival because of the numerous
this coming Summer. The film, three years in
awards with which it walked away. It took
the making, will feature excerpts from a 2 hour.
Best Hometown Feature, Special Jury Award
exclusive interview Fox had with his young friend
for Directing, Special Jury Award for Editing,
Zach. In 2005, the teen received worldwide
Special Jury Award for Acting for Jake Casey‘s
noteriety when, on his blog, he bemoaned his
performance and another Special Jury Award
forced participation in conversion therapy at
for Acting for Ed Porter‘s performance. Out of
a Youth Camp run by Love In Action. Because
them all, Fox says "the ones that mean the most
%
of the relationship built up
to me are the two special
i
between Fox and Zach, the
jury awards given to Jake
young teenager has granted _
and Ed. These guys worked
Fox exclusive rights to his story,
their hearts out and there |
beating out mainstream efforts
was never enough money
by media enterprises such as
to pay them for what they
20/20.
Mainstream distribution
deserved. I‘m so proud of
deals for This Is What Love In
~ them and honored by their
Action Looks Like are currently
success."
in the works and Zach‘s story
The awards have not
that originally attracted world
yet stoppéd coming. The
wide attention and outrage
film was also awarded the
will likely be released for
Jury Award for Best Feature
international viewing.
Film at
Reeling 2008,
Chatting with Morgan Fox
Chicago‘s GLBT Film Festival
one
gets an impression that
and has just been selected
this is just all part of life, a life
to be screened at the 2009
which is focused, energized,
Bradford International Film
but yet seemingly taken in
Festival in the UK. The film
stride.
"This is how I relate and
is one of eight selections
bond with people. It‘s what I do
by the UK Festival called
best. Film is the way I deliver
the Uncharted States of
my message. It‘s the way I live
America. In addition, OMG
OMG
star
Andy
Harper
my life."
&
has also been chosen to
A serial on the net!
No dependence on festival directors and no
exorbitant festival entry fees!
And so the rest will become history after the
Feb. 24 premiere of On the Edge of Happiness,"a
fresh new web soap opera. "Some people have
some unusual ideas of what a soap opera is after
seeing spoofs of them on shows like the Carol
Burnett Show" says Jones. "But I‘m a big fan of
the day time soaps. Most of them are not like
the way sketch comics portray them. I‘m excited
about unveiling my own. I guess | just wanted to

premiering February 24.
experiment and see what it‘s all about."
Creating a web series was really different
than making movies. Jones explains that

shooting the expansive outdoor scenes in
Parker is no longer conducive to web viewing
where the scenes might need to be tighter and
less sweeping. Also, experiencing Fraternity
Massacre can be done in one sitting. Edge is
episodic and features the trials and tribulations
of a not—so—popular—bride—with—a—disapproving—
family as she prepares for her wedding. Bridezilla
mysteriously becomes a victim of a gunshot.
"Who dunnit?" then forms the basis of the plot.
The adventures include a gay couple among the
main story characters.
;
Starring in the adventure are out Memphis
community members Jonathan Lewis and Ann
Marie Hall. As the series writer, director and
producer, Jones worked with Ryan Parker whom
Jones describes as "the very talented director of
Eli Parker and the director of photography and
editing for Fraternity Massacre. Parker and Jones
have known each other and worked together
for years after meeting at WKNO Channel 10 in
the 1990s. Jones feels they have been successful
at producing a work that successfully walks the
tightrope between the comical and dramatic
facets often present in soap operas.
Edge will air at www.edgeofsoapopera.com
in five Tuesday weekly installments beginning
at 9:00 p.m on Tuesday Feb. 24. Each successive
episode will then remain on the site to allow
viewers who miss earlier episodes to view the
entire series in sequence.
:

continued from page 3
Festival and the Mardi Gras Festival in Sydney.
The Way I See Things deals with loss and
identity

and

the

way

personal

perception

influences destiny. Otto, the protagonist of the
movie, is depressed over the unexpected death
of his longtime companion. He embarks on a
cross—country road trip with his garrulous old
friend, Rob. Rob thinks the trip will help Otto
pull himself together. Instead, Otto falls further
apart. At a rest stop, he escapes with a car load of
strangers, leaving behind his friend, his past;even
his name. Crossing paths with various strangers,
he spins stories about who he is and what
he‘s doing, reveling in the freedom to become
whoever he wants. Eventually, he finds his way
to a strange, cult—like community, a mountain
retreat populated by apparently like—minded
lost souls, who see drugs and meditation as tools
to forge surprising relationships with reality
and identity. At this commune, Otto struggles
to figure out the parameters of emptiness and
connection in a world without clear markers
between memory and fantasy, friend and lover,
self and stranger. Bouncing off of a controlling
female guru with a mysterious past, a sweet
comrade with an oddly familiar face, a pair of
lovers rebelling against individuality, and a
conniving

newcomer—turned—nemesis,

Otto

makes surprising discoveries about where he‘s
been and where he‘s going. Despite the fictitious
persona he‘s created for himself, he seems to fit
right in, but Otto isn‘t sure he can truly belong
anywhere, or trust anyone, again.
Pera wrote, produced and directed the film.
Healso co—edited. During theediting process, the
movie came to the attention

I
talented cinematographer, director and editor.

to share the title yet, but he‘s very happy to talk

Parker "doesn‘t seem capable of taking a bad

about its overall design. "It‘s comprised of three

shot and the differences in our personalities

short segments. One we‘ve finished filming and

make for an interesting working relationship,

are currently editing. It was great re—assembling

forcing both of us to look at what we‘re doing

the crew from the first film. It felt like a family

in more objective ways. It‘s always good to have

reunion. We knew each other better and worked

a token straight guy or two on set." During the

more comfortably and efficiently" He‘s also

filming of Way, Pera and Parker formed The

happy to talk about the star of the first feature,

Wahpeton Film Collective, a loosely affiliated,

Calpernia Addams, the well known actress at the

evolving group of writers, filmmakers, artists

center of the real life events depicted in Soldier‘s

and actors interested in working collaboratively,

Girl. "She was amazing, " Pera says. "Always very

rather than competitively, on films. Members

prepared, very professional. She was able to

come from all over the country, and Pera enlists

tune right in to what we were doing and seemed

likeminded people wherever Way travels.

to trust us implicitly, which was great. Everyone

"The

film

industry

breeds

competition

was in love with her by the time she left. Like

and insecurity. | want to make films where

many public figures, she‘s very different from

individual contribution counts, and create a

her persona. She‘s actually really funny, a real

filmmaking environment where mutual support

cut—up, a talented dancer, a born mimic and

goes

Pera.

totally unself—conscious. It‘s rare to find an actor

"The Collective is a way to create partnerships

beyond each specific film," says

that clear about herself, who knows herself but

between artists, guided and shaped outside the

can assert that without being divisive."

pervasive influence of the marketplace." One of

Pera and Parker are also working on a few

the key members of the Collective is writer Bard

other projects together, one he describes as a

Cole, whose first book, Briefly Told Lives, was

"small, offbeat" production and another as a

published right around the time Pera‘s was. The

"more of a challenge both financially as well

two became friends and Bard, who once lived

as logistically" Pera is also negotiating with a

in New York, eventually moved to Memphis. "A

friend who worked in the New York art world

lot of people talk about doing things," he told

to turn his novel about those experiences into

Pera. "You‘re one of the only people I know who

a television series. "It‘s a great story," he says.

actually eventually does them." This is Where

"It shows the ridiculousness of that bubble. It‘s

My Life Went Wrong, Bard‘s next novel, won the

very campy, very sexy, a little absurd."

BLATT Books 2007 Novel of Novels contest. Cool

Pera‘s drive seems limitless. "I

hear the

Aunt, an awarded—winning short he collaborated

word ‘no‘ a

on with Parker, premiered at the 2008 Indie

better or worse, I tend to view obstacles as

Memphis Film Festival.

opportunities."

little

differently,‘ he

says. "For

The Wahpeton Film Collective currently has
several projects in various stages of production.
One began shooting in October. Pera isn‘t ready

of novelist/filmmaker Brian
Sloan, who signed

on as

Executive Producer. "I didn‘t
go to film school," says Pera.
"I had no solid experience
in filmmaking, prior to The
Way I See Things. | have drive
and I get things done, and
I‘m

pretty

forward

about

figuring out where | need
to get the movie, but I don‘t
always know what I should
do once we get there. It‘s
important

and

helpful

to

have someone with more
experience
with

some

constructive
helped

me

provide

you

guidance

and

input.

Brian

navigate

the

terrain of the festival circuit.
He served as an outside eye,
as well, pointing out things
during the edit that Ryan
Parker and I had lost some
perspective on."
Pera

teamed

up with

local filmmaker Ryan Parker
for

the

movie

who

is,

according to Pera, "a uniquely

Calpernia Addams and Brian Pera in a scene from his movie currently in production.
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TRIANGLE SNAPsHOTS

TRIANGLE ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

On the Edge of Happiness
By Carl Smith
L,

re you a big fan of daytime and nighttime

Asoap operas like I am? Soaps have always
been a great escape for us to get a peek
into the fictional lives, loves, triumphs and
tragedies of characters we grow to love and
hate on a daily or nightly basis. Although most
soaps have been pretty traditional with their
storylines of love, hate and revenge, something
new is on the horizon. Meet Sarah Perkins (Corie
Ventura), a young bride—to—be getting dressed
_in the bride‘s room of a church on what should
be the happiest day of her life. But, you know
what they say, weddings and funerals bring
out the best and worst in people, and I‘m sure
there are no exceptions here. Elizabeth Perkins
(Kim Justis),
Sat a h.‘ s
—c 0 u s i n,
helps
her
prepare
for .= her
upcoming
Mark Jones

nuptials, that is, until a heated argument erupts
between the two,ending when Elizabeth storms
out of the church. There appears to be more to
this wedding day than meets the eye given the
exchange between Sarah and Elizabeth, along
with several other visitors as they file in and
out of that dressing room. Who are they? Well—
wishers? Perhaps. On—The Edge Of Happiness is
writer/director Mark Jones‘s internet soap opera
venture filmed entirely in Memphis and filled
< with a rich cast of characters, plots and storylines
that are sure to satisfy our guilty pleasures of
love, lies and deception. What makes On The
Edge Of Happiness different from the typical
soap drama? It‘s completely based in Memphis,
gay characters who are front and center and a
cast that features actors and actresses you are
sure to recognize. The cast of characters includes
Gary Berglund, Helen Bowman, Demetrius
Butler, Jim Eikner, Anne Marie Hall, Kim Justis,
Tracee LaShae, Jonathan Lewis, Andy Mathes,
Bart Shannon, Drew Smith, Christian Walker,
Billie Worley and Corie Ventura. Get ready for all
the drama you can take and more. Move over
Y&R. There‘s a new drama in town! On The Edge .
Of Happiness debuts February 24th, Ipm at
www.edgeofsoapopera.com. Stay tuned!

Calling all

Joining the New Year‘s Eve festivities at MGLCC are Christopher Satusky with
his friend Lilith (above) and Ellyahnna C. Watts—Hall (below) standing by her
painting, Ocean Sunset.

GLBT PARENTS! _

CQMMUNITY?
LOOKING TO FIND SUPPORT FROM OTHER — GLBT PARENTS:
WANT TO PARTICIPATE IN ACTIVITIES WITH OTHER GLBT FAMILIES?
WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN THE GLBT

Social family activities are regularly scheduled
Please contact: familygrou mglece.or

YO7
MGAYEOMAND PLESBIAN
H
COMMUNITYCENTER
V
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Trianorer CELEBRATES AFRICAN—AmERICAN History MontH
x

Celebrating noted LGBT persons of color
byAnnE.
Hackerman

t a rally in Las Vegas last November,
actress .and comedienne Wanda Sykes
proclaimed, "I‘m proud to be a woman!
I‘m proud to be a black woman! I‘m proud to
be gay!" She stood before a crowd of LGBTs and
allies that she will not let Proposition 8 take
away her October marriage.
Countless LGBT persons of color throughout .
the ages have lived their lives openly. Some
were open only within their circles. Others
allowed their sexual orientation be known only
upon their deaths. They have beenleaders in
their fields, as well as mentors and advocates.
They were the trailblazers, if you will, that
«have allowed the current closet door to be
swung open. They were our past. They are our
present. They are our future. Some are very well
known, many are not. Triangle Journal wants
them to recognize them. Here are just a few of
the many:

Simon Nkoli (above)
South African anti—apartheid and AIDS activist
*
A. Philip Randolph — civil rights activist, fought
for desegregation of US Army
The Rev. Juan Reed — AA Episcopal priest,
Chicago‘s West Side

Hattie McDaniel (above)
First AA woman to sing on network radio,
First AA woman to win an Oscar
Lee Daniels — First AA sole producer,
'Oscar winning Monster‘s Ball
Quincy LeNear & Deondray Gossett —
GLAAD‘s First AA gay TV series
Marlon Briggs — Emmy—Award winning
documentariest
>
Felicia "Snoop" Pearson —actress, The Wire

Activists/Leaders

Bayard Rustin (above) _
organizer of 1963‘s March on Washington

Earline Budd (above)
Transgender Founder/Executive Director,
Transgender Health Empowerment —
is
;
f
Mandy Céssgjlggzlcsg/grl?hated for
Angela Y. Davis — civil rights activist/

educator
Panthers
Fanny Ann Eddy — Seme Leene activist
for serual mimaiities
g
Ruth Ellis — oldest open lesbian,
died at age 101

Alim Monoche (above)
‘arrested for patronizing gay club in Cameroon
died while awaiting trial
16 Triangle Journal — February 2009

Regina Shavers— Founder, AFL—CIO‘s
Pride—At—Work
Perry Watkins — Watkins v US Army, First

AA to challenge anti—gay ban
Phill Wilson — founded the
Black AIDS Institute in 1999

>
Paul Winﬁeld (above)
Emmy Award—winning actor
s

Arts
Actors/Actresses//Writers/

James Richmond Barthe — popular sculptor

Producers/Filmmakers

Basquiat— Rtolessions
graffiti artist
Howard Cruse — cartoonist, Barefootzc Wendel
Beauford Delaney — renowned painter

Paris Barcley — Emmy Award—winning television
director/producer
Wanda Sykes — comedienne/actress, "25
funniest in America" _
Ethel Waters — Academy Award—nominated
actress/vocalist

Jackie "Moms" Mabley (above)
legendary comedienne and actress

Aston Doudias {above)
painter

_ Alice Walker — author/"womanist"
ae
Kai Wright — noted author
peice aire mca

Frida Kahlo — artist/painter

set

Mary Edmonia Lewis — renowned sculptor
Rotimi Fani—Kayoed — photographer
_ Jerry Mills — cartoonist, Poppers

s

Greg Upshaw —

§

:

f

Hollywood designer for 30+ years .

|
|
|
|

a

_

f
wos
_ %
_
Doria Roberts — songwriter/performer/
4
hg
producer/activist
Bessie Smith — blues singer _

MUSiC/Si“gem/Entertainers
Gaye Ad‘egbalola 3 blues SRge! — _

Billy Strayhorn — jazz arranger/composer

Joan Armatrading — folk,pop singer/guitarist

&
Sylvester — disco singer
— Big Mama Thornton — blues singer
Luther Vandross, Jr.
4—time Grammy Award—winner

_.

Authors/Writers/Poets
__ Ifalade Ta‘Shia Asanti — best—selling author
_ ———James Baldwin — novelist/writer/essayist/poet
—— o= Octavia E. Butler — First prominent AA
—
sci—f author/writer
«— __ Sharon Bridgeforth — multimedia poet
—==
— Countee Cullen — writer/poet
Alice Dunbar — journalist/poet/activist
Angelina Weld Grimke — poet
___ Lorraine Hansberry — playwright/author,
se"
Sr
s
i
ss.
ABaisin inthe Sun
_
ess
Gladys Bentley(above)
___ Langston Hughes — poet/novelist/playwright _
cross—dressing out blues singer of 1920s
_Zora Neale Hurston — folklorist
f
Nellallitea Larson — novelist

Other Entertainers
Stephanie Adams —
ex—professional model/writer

Isis King (above) _
&
Transgender professional model —
Nicky Nicole — Dutch transgender
a
3
tv—personality
—
e:
DwightRhoden —choreographer/dancer
Karen Williams — comic/comedienne

_._ 22
Capa

. "
5 —~~~

&:
&
__ Claude McKay (above)
novelist/poet/journalist
&
—

Educators/Scholars
Benjamin Bannister — scientist/astronomer/
_ inventor, anti—slavery publicist
o
George Washington Carver — botanist/inventor
Cheryl L. Clarke — writer/educator/activist

Nell Carter (above) _
Tony Award—winning singer/actress —

>
=
Audre Lorde (above)
poet/activist

Caushun — professional rapper
Tracy Chapman — folk and pop singer/guitarist
James Cleveland — gospel singer/composer/
producer/pianist
_ Gordon Heath — folk singer/actor/director
Alberta Hunter — blues singer
Leslie Arthur "Hutch" Hutchison —
British jazz legend
Frankie Knuckles — DJ/music
producer and mixer
Little Richard — Rock ‘n Roll legend
Mabel Mercer — seven decade career singer
~_ Meshell Ndegeocello, aka Michelle Johnson —
multi—instrumentalist _
~

:
Rel"

A ac

,

&

E

>

&

.+. —. Alaine Locke (above)
___ First AA Rhodes scholar
—— Dr. Horace L. Griffen — scholar/ordained
%

_Irene Monroe — essayist
"
cest

bs

>
Episcopal priest
Peter Grimes — scholar, one of the most ®
published gay authors

>

Journalists/Editors —
Keith Boykin — broadcaster/commentator
_
syndicated columnist, 30+ major newspapers
Emil Wilbekin — out gay appointed Editor—in—
Chief of 2 major magazines

a
Wallace Thurman (above)
novelist
rara‘.
;
7

sa

.

f

f

Ma Rainey(above)
"Mother of the Blues" —

®

f

.

contrinued on next page

é
f

}
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AA G L BTS continued from page 17

The evolution of black history
ByChrisMosley
have changed! African—American history is nottold in the same manner as it was10.years
Tago Nor 2 years ago. And definitely not 300 years ago. | will describe the time—changeasthe
evolution of black history
2

Beginning with the transatlantic—trade of Africans to the Americas, Blacks weredehumanizedand f

Gil Robertson, IV (above)
syndicated columnist
Politics
Chuck Allen — former Connecticut state senator
James Bartlett — Connecticut‘s only open AA
state representative
—
The Honorable Deborah A. Batts — 15¢ out AA
faculty of Fordham Law School, U.S.
federal judge
Barbara Jordan — member, US House of
Representatives Judiciary Committee
Kenneth E. Reeves — First out gay AA US Mayor
E. Denise Simmons — First out lesbian AA US
Mayor, Cambridge, MA

The Honorable LaDoris Cordell (above)
former Californian judge

Sports/Athletics

became totally subject to white—supremacy. The transatlantic—tradeincreased during the fifteenth.
century, monopolized by competing European countries. Thus spurred the practice of colonization in.
the New World. Sugar—cane was a particularly favorite crop during that time. Blacks were on the fields
from sunrise to sunset. They were given English names and were forced to adopt a foreign lifestyle
— and the construct of African—family values were deconstructed.
As western modernization and monopolization continued to form in the Americas and as the
dominating countries became richer, therolesof blacks thus became determined to the new demands. —
The Antebellum period followed. Work was more diverse. Many whites had personal propertyand
needed managementin the home,field and elsewhere. Soon blacks were even needed in war. But
theywould cause a new change. The civil war occurred in the mid—19thcentury. Being blackin the:
south was now different from being a black in the north. Thewar gave opportunityfor blacksin the.
north. Relief societies andschools were organized for freedmen, whites, blacksand women due to

theextreme casualties.Minorities and childrenlearned toread and writethus givingan educatio 0
thousandsofblacks. This was a milestone for blacks to ﬁght dehumanization
World WarIIwasa major kicker. It deployed so many blue—collar and white collarmenthat?
women had tofillin jObS and minorities filled inthe vacantspots. At this point, afewelements were.
added to the black community: education and employment, but not on a massive level. However”,
dehumanization was losing its grip. Andthe civil rights movement is valid.‘proof. You had. black“
thinkersﬁghting for their full——fledged rights, ableto read and write,and were notuneducatedBlacks
evolved. Soon civil rights and opportunities for blacks became thelaw.
'
,
§
However, xenophobiaand ethnocentricideas still exist and dotoday. But thepowerofthose”.
ideas are becoming obsolete and ineffective to blacks everyday. Unless the personallowsit.More
‘blacks areholding jobs and more blacks are educated. Socro-economic statushas increasedin the
black community, but there isstill a lot more work needed.
As a memberof the African lineage bornin 1984, I‘m experiencedin the black lifeintheAmericas“,
at a differenttime. Mypriorities are not the same as my grandfather‘s or great—great grandfather§.
I havea bachelors of arts degree in biology and am currently planning for higher—education.| have
personal property and a home. | am single and not behind bars. I have a big future aheadof me.
_
Heritage Month is the time to celebrate the accomplishments. It is the time:
to remember and honor the hard—working individuals, black and white, who sacrificed theirlives
for what they believed: rights and equality for all. My stand is not anti—American but pro—American..
| believe in unity among all races and minorities. Unity is power. I believe the physical body proves?
that. It is time the races in America forgive and become one democratic forcein the world. Black |
history month is not about a parade of black folk congregating together andruminating on thebad .
times and current bad times. It is not about reminding white folk aboutthe past. It is a month to
remember the hard—working peopleand the accomplishments Andguess what, theyarebothblack,»

andwhite.
x
All the beatings erises sufferings and hardships were worth it. I was born in the stricken south“
side of Chicago, Illinois. My family was threatened by the intense environment. Poverty,drugs and.
crimes were prevalent in the area. Statistically, I was destined to fail due to extreme conditions. In the
midst of the turmoil, I‘ve been blessed to maintain good health and a good education.I‘m the only
one out of four kids to graduate and attend college. And the first in my entire family with a degree.
Time has changed for blackhistory. Forty years ago Jim Crowlaws were fought against Fortyyears
later, Barack Obama is president.

Michele Aboro (above)
First female professional boxer,
former World Champion
John Amaechi
First AA out professional basketball player
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Glenn Burke
First AA out professional baseball player
Chris Dickerson
>
First AA out world—class body builder
Derrick Peterson
First AA out track star & champion
800 meter runner
Justin Fashanu
First Black out professional soccer player

.

,

a_

Roy Simmons
First AA out professional football player
Dwight Slater
First AA college football player
Kisha Snow
female professional boxer
Sheryl Swoops
First out female professional basketball player

TRIANGLE LITERATURE

Minority politics and identities

A look at

homosexuality and ethnicity in literature

by Andrew Cruz
n keeping with African—American Heritage
Month, this edition‘s book review is on E.
Lynn Harris‘s Invisible Life, an exploration of a
bisexual black man‘s first forays into a life with
other men, deceit to cover up his homosexual
activities from the women in his life, and the
specter of AIDS, all within the context of the
culture and politics of the African—American
community.
E. Lynn Harris was born in Flint, Michigan,
grew up in Little Rock, Arkansas and attended
the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville. He
holds a Bachelor degree in Journalism.
As I read Invisible Life, | found it necessary
to confer with certain black friends of mine,
including Byron Mosley, a new writer to Triangle
Journal staff, to illuminate aspects of black
culture, which | now understand better having
read the book, and having conversed with
these friends on the material within. I could not
have written this book review without them,
as they have put into perspective what they

explain as homophobia rampant in the black
community, and intrinsic with racial identity in
the black community, and therefore thecontext
of Invisible Life.
It may be difficult for some of us toconceive
of what it‘s like to be a black, gay man. Indeed,
1 did not fully appreciate this before taking
on this project for African—American Heritage
Month. Many of my friends who are not black,
and including myself, knew they were gay from
a very young age, and, more or less, were able to
let their family and friends know about it sooner
or later without homophobic backlash on the
level of what would, could, and does occur
within the black community.
Thus Raymond Tyler, the narrator and main
character of Invisible Life, an African American
man who realizes his attraction to men, but
only later in life does he come to explore his
homosexuality, and hides it from his family,
friends and girlfriends.
Kelvin Ellis, an athlete, is his first gay
experience. "Have you ever made it with a guy?"
Kelvin asks him."Hell no!" Raymond replies. After

a night oftalking, and Kelvin having explained to
Raymond how he himself is bisexual, and from
the East Coast, and that people in the South
just don‘t understand him, Kelvin and Raymond
have sex. Raymond goes to great lengths to
hide it from everyone he knows.
When his relationship with Sela, his high
school girlfriend and sweetheart, falls apart after
he moves to New York City from his hometown
in Alabama, he makes a circle of gay friends. He
stops bringing women to his family‘s home, and
then after his father meets his new friends, he
tells his son, "Your mother and I didn‘t raise you
to be no sissy." As Raymond recalls, "Growing up
in my parents home, church was not an option,
it was the law."
In New York, Raymond meets Quinn at
the Nickel bar. Raymond and he engage in
casual sex over a period of time, and only later
does Raymond realize that Quinn is married
to a woman, after Quinn accidentally leaves
his wedding ring at Raymond‘s. However,
Ray continues relations with Quinn despite
the circumstances. Raymond soon sought
satisfaction through women, specifically Nicole.
But he couldn‘t deny his innate disposition
towards men. As stated after a day of quality
time, "When Quinn left, | felt brand—new. | was
continued on page 20
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M AM continuedfrom page 5
Law of Desire“ (La Ley del Deseo, 1986). The _

TRIANGLE SUBMISSIONS —

— The comigrelief of the film centers on
Agrado, a pre—operative transexual. In one
«richest and — most — disturbing movies. The —
scene, she tells the story of her body and its.
narrative follows three main characters: a gay
relationship to plastic surgery and silicone,
film director who embarks on a new project;
culminating with a statement of her own
his sister, a trans—Sexual actress; anda repressed
philosophy: "The more you become like what
— murderously . obsessive stalker (played by
youhave dreamed for yourself, the more
Antonio Banderas). —
authentic you are".

Letter to the editor

— The film‘ presents a gay love triangle
All About My Mother received more awards
and departs from most representations of _and honors than any other film in the Spanish
homosexuals infilms. These characters are
motion picture industry, including an Oscar for
neither coming out nor confront sexual guilt or
Best Foreign Language Film, a Golden Globe
~ homophobia; they are already liberated, like the
in the same category, Best Director Award
homosexuals in Fassbinder‘sfilms. Almodovar and the Prize of the Ecumenical Jury Award at
said about Law of Desire:" It‘s the key film in my yz Cannes; the French Cesar for Best Foreign Film,
life and career. It deals with my vision of desire".
and the Goya Awardas best film of the year.
All About My Mother (TodoSobre Mi Madre,
Bad Education (La Mala Educacion, 2004),
1999), Working on more serious dramatic
a richly baroque tale of child sexual abuse _
confines, this film tells the story of a mourning
and mixed identities. Two children, Ignacio
mother who, after reading the last entry in her
and Enrique, discover love, cinema and fear
_ dead son‘s journal about how he wishes to meet
in a religious school at the start of the 1960s.
his father for the first time, decides to travel to
Father Manolo, the school principal and their
Barcleona in search of the boy‘s father. She must
literature teacher, is witness to and part of
tell the father that she had their son after she left
these discoveries. The three characters meet
him many years ago, and that he has now died.
twice again, at the end of the 1970s and in the —
Once there, she encounters a number of odd
1980s, or so it seems. Almodévar heavily used
characters — a transvestite prostitute, a pregnant
elements of film noir on this film.
nun, and a lesbian actress — all ofwhom help her

my passion for music with others. How | always ___
look forward to seeing you. I would not be who
l am without you. —

filmwith its tragic plotline, is one of Almodévar‘s

cope with her grief.

Friends For

www.friendsforlifecorp.org

Free HIV Testing!
No Needles! Painless! Results in 20 Minutes
~ Tuesdays and Thursdays
10:00 a.m. — 12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. — 4:00 p.m.

hat anhonor

it is to be recognized

Win TJ‘s yearly survey! I truly love and
appreciate the community and. _
f
thoroughly enjoy the con amore we all share _
for music. My motivation comes from sharing

With Most Devotion,

Cal

Di Anne Price

Llfe continued from page 19
able to put my problems in perspective” The
problem was never solved.
*>
®
Kelvin, his first experience, later contracts
HIV, and infects his wife.
My friend Byron tells me that Invisible Life —
is true to life for many black men. Indeed, I‘m —
learning more and more about what our fellow _
gays in the black community experience on a _
day—to—day basis.
| never felt the need to get married to a
woman even though I fall in love with men. For
me, the situation as an open homosexual was
—not so bad that I would choose instead to lie
to my family, and raise my own family with a
woman anyway, perhaps keeping a homosexual. _.
relationship or two in the closet. However, for
the characters in Invisible Life, and many in the
African—American community in real life, the
— homophobia present in their lives seems to
make coming out of the closet a much more
serious affair, than it was for me.
My cousin tells me that on his last visit _
to Manila, he saw gay bars on every other
street corner. Filipinos in general are not
homophobic, but we do not have what my ___
friend Chris describes as the homophobic
construction of African—American identity. He:
has explained it to me, and I can now understand
_ how parts of an oppressed, minority population —
with the history such as that of the African—
American community would see homosexuality —
as an opposition to its well—being, much to the _
chagrin of gay and lesbian blacks.
Invisible Life is a voyage into identity, race,
politics, and the search for a greater meaning,
in a world that just wants to say no. It is an
enjoyable, and enlightening read.
7
Near the end, the book closes with these
lines: "Same gender.sex was one thing; that
was easy. Same gender love was something
completely different. So powerful yet so.
painfully difficult." Perhaps these are thoughts c
7

to which we can all relate
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TriancoLe RemEemBERs

Karen L. Borth, MAGY mom, 1946—2009

dismissedanycomplimentsoracknowledgments
of the impact her acts had on others. To Karen,
"hirteen years ago, Karen Borth, a 49 year
_ what she was doing — the hugging, the baking,
Told married mother, walked into the
the kind words = came so naturally to her
University of Memphis‘ gay and lesbian
that it didn‘t feel like she was doing anything
student group meeting and forever changed
extraordinary. Even as she struggled over the
the lives of hundreds of Memphis teenagers.
past three years with her cancer treatments, she
She was simply completing an assignment for
didn‘t miss a step as the MAGY Mom.
one of her classes at the University of Memphis
Over the eight years I worked with Karen —
by attending a gay—related event, but at that
as a fellow MAGY advisor, she also transformed
meeting she was introduced to a fact that she
herself into my own "Mom—Away—From—Mom,"
never understood before — the GLBT community
as | lovingly called her. My family was in Atlanta,
wasn‘t just adults. There are GLBT teens in
so it was Karen who fed my colds, questioned
Memphis who are dealing with all the expected
me (often!) for relationship updates, hosted my
angst, growth, and identity development of
wedding in her backyard, saw me through my
being a teenager and piled on top of that comes
own transition to parenthood and showered my
the complications of being GLBT — the secrecy,
daughter with treats and presents every time
the coming out, the harassment, the family issues
she was near. It was her nature to nurture, and
and simply struggling to feel OK on the inside. —
she was so very good at it. _
‘Two teens at that fateful student meeting were
After her death, Karen wants us to keep
— looking for college students to help them start a
doing the good work of MAGY. She wants us to
GLBT teen support group. Those teens probably
laugh and be silly, and not to forget to eat plenty
didn‘t expect to find a mom for all the gay kids
of baked goods. Karen wants us all to remember
in Memphis, but that‘s exactly who was there.
that no matter how cool a kid looks, no matter
Over the course of the next few months, Karen
how much he has figured out, no matter what
and a few other University of Memphis students
she tells you she has accomplished, they all
helped a handful of teens plan and form MAGY,
just want the unconditional love of a MAGY
Memphis Area Gay Youth. Also during those few
Mom. Karen is deeply missed by all of us who
months, Karen transformed into what she will
knew her, but her spirit lives on in each one of
forever be remembered as = the MAGY Mom.
us — in how she taught us to take care of one
Karen spent the next 13 years loving, nurturing
another and to reach out to those who need us
and pampering Memphis‘GLBT teens. No matter
the most.
what they faced at home, at school, or even on
the streets, MAGY kids knew that Karen‘s hugs
and brownies would be waiting for them each
A letter presentedto Karen
week at the MAGY meeting. Karen showered
by Jenny Bartlett—Prescott

As we‘ll always remember her, Karen Borth (left) holding Mason, a MAGY
youth.
All these years that I‘ve known you, I‘ve
always believed that you are a role model for
those around you. Your love is given freely...
ever the flower child, you! You give so much
to your community and yet seldom get the
recognition you deserve. But true to your
nature, you are not inclined to grumbling. You
have always known what so many of us forget.
It‘s not the recognition that‘s important. It‘s the
— very fact that you will do what needs to be done.
You realize that other people are in need. You
understand that animals are as wanting for love
as humans. Where a hand is needed, you offer
both along with your feet, your back, and your
heart. What is that if not an angel by definition?
Whereas | sometimes am put off by people
I find annoying, you don‘t let that stand in the
way. In 8 years, I‘ve never seen you turn down
an open ear to someone who wants to talk. You —
always bring brownies and other delectable
treats to all of us at MAGY. Sometimes I think you
forget about yourself because you are so busy
caring about the rest of us. You are the MAGY
Mom and so very much more.
;
I am sure I‘ve never thanked you for what

MAGY members with the unconditional love —
Borth by Casey during the
only a mother can give. She encouraged them
at every turn, cried over their hardships and even
tried to play matchmaker a time or two (much
you have done for me enough. Thank you, from
_to the eye—rolling dismay of the MAGY teens).
Dear Karen
the very depths of my heart, for all the rides,
Karen, as the MAGY Mom, remembered MAGY
— I saw this while | was out ﬁnishing my
chats, jokes, hugs, cookies and love over all the
teens‘ birthdays, brought bags of Valentine
Christmas shopping and immediately thought
years. You have certainly beengracious enough
candy each year and organized a pumpkin
of you It‘s not. much .a simple little curio. But
to put up with me during my teens. That‘s no
carving contest every Halloween. She shopped
the huge jovial grin on theangel‘s face reminded
[easytask! Just askmy folks!!
non—stop for anything rainbow to decorate the
me ofyou.Karen, if there haveindeed been any
_I could go on and on really. You‘ve given
meeting room {or herself). The MAGY Mom
angels in mylife, I‘ve no doubt that you have B me more thana few examples; there‘s definitely
specialized in strawherry cake, cheesy potatoes
beenone of them. .
|
more than enough material to write volumes.
and hot Rotel dip — comfort foods that could
_ Ofcourse, |. met you a little over& years
The bottom line, Karen, isthat the world is a
cure any woe. But more than the food, events
ago. Well, longer then that, | suppose. Even
much better place with you init and mylife has
and room decorations that Karen provided, it
when I briefly sawyou flitting around Calvary
undoubtedlybeen
enriched by your presence
was her spirit that impacted all of us and literally
with all your great careforthe MAGYreserved and quiet strength. You have loved and
saved the lives of countless GLBT teens. Karen
seating. | could.tell that you were an angel“
supported me through peace and chaos, always
welcomed every kid who came through the door
to many. Even seeing thepicture: of you and
and forever unconditionally. I only hopeto be
with a hug and a smile. Time after time, MAGY
Mason in the: Commercial Appeal when I was
able
to repayyou andto be therefor you in your.
members remember back to their first meeting
11 years old showed methebreadthof.your
"hour of need. Afterall, it is the absolute least I
and tell how Karen was the one who made them
loveand compassion for others Thedifference:
coulddo for you. __
feel at home during such an anxious time. A
thedistingmshing natureof your love that,
— Thank you for allyour years of friendship
teen could feel hopeless walking into the MAGY
MAGYcould
neVer h \ askedfor a better
room and then find themselves engulfed in
Karen‘s love and concern.
way 70Wfriendh--§C?SEY‘§7j’
The amazing thing about Karen is that she

ﬁnal weeks of her life _

,
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am
~Feb 8
I:F interest meeting
3 pm at MGLCC
Screenings of MGLCC
ribbon cutting
movies (1989 & 2003)
at 2 pm at MGLCC
Divine Performing
Arts — A Glorious
Culture Reborn at
Orpheum Theatre at
4:30 pm

—Feb 15
MGLCC board of
directors meeting at
2 pm at MGLCC
Feb 22
MGLCC oral history
and story telling
event at 2pm

Select
Sundays
Tea Dance at Metro
every Sunday 4 p.m.
Pool Tournament
at Pumping Station
every Sunday 6pm
Country Sissy Bingo
Crossroads at 8 p.m.

Feb 2
MGLCC‘s Bachelor
and Bachelorette
Auction Planning
team meeting
6:30 pm
Feb 16
MGLCC‘s finance
committee meeting
at 6:30 pm
MGLCC‘s Bachelor *
and Bachelorette
Auction Planning
team meeting
6:30 pm
Every
Monday
Women‘s Rugby
Practice at Tobey
Park at 6:30 p.m.

Feb 17
Advancing Equality
Day in Nashville

Every Tues
Phoenix AA (Open
AA group) Grace—St.
Luke‘s Church, 1790
»Peabody at 8 p.m.
The Caring Group:
Relaxation and
destressing by subtle
energy practices at
Holy Trinity UCC at
7 p.m.
Lesbians with Breast
Cancer support
group at YWCA, 766
S. Highland at 7 p.m.
Singles Dart
Tournament at
Crossroads 7:45 p.m.

Monday Night at the
Movies sponsored by
Holy Trinity UCC at
Bartlett Cinema 10 at
6:45 p.m.

Deadlinefor
submissions for —
March TJ _

Feb 12 —
2009 Outflix

Your Wishes, Your
Choices at 3 pm

planning meeting at

Every

MGLCC 6:30 pm

Wednesday
HIV testing at MGLCC
6:00—9:00 p.m.

Every
Second
Wednesday
TEP meeting at
Quetzal at 6:30 pm.

Second
& Fourth
Mondays
Perpetual Transition —
transgender support
group meets at
7:30 p.m. at MGLCC

Every
Thursday
Cotton Pickin‘
Squares square
dancing group at
Holy Trinity UCC
at 7:30 p.m.
Women‘s Rugby
Practice at U of M
at 6:30 p.m.
Karaoke at Paragon
at 9 p.m.
Barbara Blue
with Nat Kerr at
Crossroads at 10 p.m.

Karaoke at One More
at 8 p.m.
Drag Show at
Crossroads at
11 p.m.
Late Night Beer Bust
at Pumping Station at
10 p.m.
Drag Show at
Backstreet at
midnight.

FOR TEENS AGES 14—19

HOLY TRINITY C
A Welcoming Congregation of The United Church of Christ
cox CHRISTIAN LOMMUNITY FOUNDED 1990 BY GAY AND LESBIAN PEOPLE IN MEMPHIS THAT IS OPEN TO ALL
Sunday Worship at 11 a.m.

www. holytrinity
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Feb 28 =_
Lavender UniverSity

.

01,320.9376
g

MEETS FEB 7 AND 21 AT 7 PM
AT MGLCC ~ 392 SQUTH COOPER
SEE WWW.M6L—CC.ORG OR
CALL 9O1—278—6422 FOR DETAILS

Please see our
online calendar at
www.mglec.org
for changes and
additions.
Please send your
events and activities
to editors@
timemphis.com for
monthly publication
in
Day In Day Out

—
RESOURCES
ommuUnNnITy
Mid—South Equality: wwwgeocities.com/ . ¥ Cafe Eclectic: 603 N. McLean
—— Worship, 11 am * 166 Poplar Ave. — (901)
¥ Cafe Ole: 959 South Cooper 274—1504
— midsouth_equality
525—5619
¥ Indicates Triangle Journal
¥ High Point Coffee: 9077 Poplar Ave.
¥ Holy Trinity United Church of Christ:
Mid—South Pride, Inc.: Mail to 111 S.
distribution points.
¥ High Point Coffee: 1680 Union Ave. — —— Worship Service: Sun. 11 am; Bible study:
Highland Ave., Suite 322, Memphis, TN
¥ India Palace: 1720 Poplar
38111 — 685 S. Highland, 3rd Floor — (901)
Wed. 7 pm — 685 S. Highland — (901) 320—
¥ Java Cabana: 210 Young
9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org
414—2197 — Fax: (901) 592—6635 — info@
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
midsouthpride.org — www.midsouthpride.
¥ Molly‘s: 2006 Madison _
Pleaseletusknowifyour
¥ Otherlands: 641 South Cooper
Worship, 6:30 pm; Dinner, 7:00 pm;
org
¥ Pie in the Sky: 2158 Young Avenue
Nike TN GLBTF Network: Daniel.
Meeting 7:30pm — c/o Calvary Episcopal
ontactInformatzon changes so
forrest@nike.com office: 901.547.8217
¥ Quetzal: 668 Union Ave. _
Church, 102 N. 2nd — (901) 525—6602 _
If‘ the wecankeep our comm umty
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
¥ Sean‘s Cafe/Smooth Moves: 1651
Living Word Christian _ Church:
—
_ updated with
]
& Gays (PFLAG) Memphis, TN
Worship Service Sun. 9:30 am » 1015
Union
a
_ accurate information _
— (901) 268—2511— pflagmemphis@
¥ Sweet: 938 S. Cooper.
S. Cooper. — (901) 485—0949 — www.
pflagmemphis.org
¥ Wild Oats: 522 Poplar
livingwordchristianchurch.net
Parents, Families, & Friends of Lesbians
Memphis Friends (Quakers): Sunday
_ Thanks! __
& Gays (PFLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 —
HEALTH SERVICES
11:00am — 917 S. Cooper — (901) 274— 1500

t editors@timemphis.com

ADULT BOOKSTORES
— _———«¥ Fantasy Warehouse #1: 791—793 N.
"& White Station,(901) 683—9649
BARS
__ _¥901 Complex: 136 Webster St., (901). §
522—8457
¥ Backstreet Memphis: 2018 Court St.,
(901) 276—5522 .
¥Crossroads: 1278 jefferson Ave., (901)
~~272—8801
VDrus Place: 1474 Madison Ave(901)
~ 275—8082
¥ Lorenz/AfterShock: 1528 Madison
Ave., (901) 274—8272
¥ Metro Memphis: 1349 Autumn, (901)
274—8010
¥ Pumping Station: 1382 Poplar Ave.,
_ (901) 272—7600
f
¥Vault, 529 S. Highland, 525—6203
BOOKS
¥ —Borders: 6685 Poplar Pike
— ¥ Burke‘s: 936 South Cooper
¥ — Davis—Kidd: 387 Perkins Extended
¥ Memphis Public Library 3030
Poplar
—
&
COMMUNITY GROUPS
;
Blue Suede Bears of Memphis, Inc.: 41
_ S. Morrison — www.bluesuedebears.com
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
square dance club meets Thurs., 7 pm
Holy Trinity, 685 S. Highland.
4F:Leather/Levi group, 698 Pope Dr.,
Bartlett 38112
—FedEx: LGBT & Friends Network 1tFedEx: Igbt@fedex.com or Intranet
_ Keyword: LGBT
Initiative:Fairness (political committee
~*~~of MGLCC: IF@mglec.org; wwwmglee.
ote/IF.,
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 — (901)
—335—MAGY — wwwmagyonline.org

V Memphis Center for Independent
Living — 726—6404
_ ¥ Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
_ Center (MGLCC): 892S Cooper St.,
Memplns ”Stonewall Democrats
P.O. Box 42242, Memphis, TN 38104
— www. memphisstonewalldemocrats.org
_mphsstonewalldem@yahoo.com

(901) 664—6614 — burtren@aeneas.com
PFLAG Oxford/North Mississippi:
Meets the third Thursdayof every month. —
Johnson Commons room 203 (Isom
Center) 7 p.m. — (662) 816—2142 — PO Box
2142 Oxford, MS — wwwgeocities.com/
pflag_oxfordnorthms
Perpetual Transition: A support and f
social group for transgender people of all
vatieties and non—trans allies. — clanham@
memph1s edu. — www.groups.yahoo.com/
group /perpetualtransition
Shelby County Committee of Tennessee
Equality _ Project:
shelbycounty@
tnequalityproject.com
E
Stonewall Tigers: University of Memphis,
c/o Stonewall Tigers, 2522 Campus Postal
Station, Memphis, TN
38152—2521 —
stonewalltigers@yahoo.com
Tennessee Equality Project works for the
equality of LGBT persons through the
establishment of fair and equitable laws.
Meets every second Wednesday at 6:30
pm at Quetzal.
§
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN — (901) 357—1921

Univ of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Association: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ.,
MS 38677 — (662) 915—17049 — glba@olem1ss

edu — www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba
Tennessee
Transgender
Political
Coalition
PO. Box 92335
Nashville, TN 37209 http://ttgpac.
com TTGPAC@aol.com (615)293—6199
(615)353—1834 fax
a
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin, TN 38238
— neilg@utm.edu
COUNSELING SERVICES
Counseling Referral Service: MGLCC‘s
Confidential Counseling Referral Service
— (901) 347—8701
¥ KentD. Fisher,LPC,MAC: Experiential
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett PI. — (901)
372—0710.. EMDR, group, individual,
couples & family therapy
>
_ Bob Loos, MS, LPC—MHSP: Individual,
couples, & family therapy for anxiety,
depression, relationships sexual identity
issues: (901) 581—9898

Community HIV Network — 2400 Poplar, __— memphisfriends.org
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists
Suite 500: 287—4750.
¥ Friends For Life: HIV/AIDS service
& — Humanists: (901) 327—2677 .—
organization — 43 N. Cleveland, (901) 272—
memphisgalah@yahoo.com
¥ Neshoba Unitarian Universalist,
0855 — www friendsforlifecorp.org
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Church: (901) 266—2626
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave. — (901) 274— _ ¥ Open Heart Spiritual Center: 2489
Broad
3550
PhoenixAAGroup: EveryTuesdayevening — Prescott Church 961 Getwell, 327$479,
at Grace St. Luke‘s Church at 8pm.
www.prescottchurchmemphis.org.
Seriously Sober: AA meeting at Holy
Unity Church of Memphis: 2570 Kirby
Trinity United Church of Christ 685 South
Rd. Memphis, TN 38119
§
Highland every Friday evening at 8 pm.

HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4=
9pm)
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: 1—800—
347—TEEN Mon.—Fri. 5—9 pm (Pacific)
Web site: youthtalkline.org
LINC: (901) 415—2700 @) A community
informational
agency
providing
information on shelters and senior
services
¥ Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
Center: (901) 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: (901) 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT
youth hotline — 1—800—399—PEER — Mon.—
Fri. 5—10 pm (Eastern)
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: (901) 274—
7477
Trevor Project — National 24/7 hotline for
suicidal or quéstioning teens: 886—488: —
7386.
Lambda Legal: 404—897—1880 4

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
¥ Dabbles: 19 North Cooper
¥ Hi Gorgeous: 1475 Madison
¥ Inz and Outz: 553 South Cooper (901)...
728—6535
¥ The Studio: 629 South Cooper
¥ Paggios Hair Salon: (901) 274—3944
¥ Tear It Up: 895 S. Cooper
¥ Movies and More: 3129
Poplar

— 323—3251

SPIRITUALITY
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
=Box 41371, Memphis,TN 38174—1371
FOOD,
RESTAURANTS,
AND ¥ First Congregational Church: Worship
COFFEE
Service: Sun. 10:30 am» 1000 S. Cooper St.
¥ Bluff City Coffee Shop: 505 S. Main
6D) (901) 278—6786
¥Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
PI. — (901) 272—0022
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;

SPORTS AND FITNESS
Bluff City Sports Association: www.
bluffcitysports.net
¥ French Riviera Spa: 3486 Poplar

THEATER
¥ Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar
¥ Playhouse on the Square: 51 South
Cooper
¥ TheatreWorks 2085 Monroe

Updated 02.09

CommumtyResource hstmgs
| arefreeof charge to nonproﬁt
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services,community ‘clubsand —

— corsamzations, spiritual and/or1 —
religious groups, churchesand
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Premieres February 24th
at 9:00 PM

A new web series shot in Memphis. Check out the trailer at:

www.edgeofsoapopera.com

Starring Jonathan Lewis, Billie Worley, Corie Ventura, Kim Justis,
Anne

Marie Hall, Christian Walker, Helen Bowman and Jim Eikner .
Written and directed by Mark Goshorn Jones

